
































THE PRESERVATION OF FOOD BY FREEZING 395

There is no loss of water during freezing in brine; on the contrary, a gain in
weight of 1 to 2 per cent. has been observed in most cases.

In the case of expensive fish the use of a protective coating may be com
mercially profitable, as it will prevent the penetration of salt. In certaincases a
combination of the methods of air cooling and brine cooling may be found useful,
whilst pre-cooling the fish in ice-water has the advantage of preventing loss of water.

Histological Differences.-The main difference between brine-frozen and air
frozen fish is that in the former the water of the sarcoplasm solidifies inside the
muscle-fibres, so that the space relations of the fibres and connective tissue are
not disturbed, whereas in the case of air-frozen fish the water, on freezing, passes
out from the muscle-fibres into the connective tissue, whereby the connective
tissue spaces become enlarged and the muscle-fibres come to be pressed together
into irregular-shaped bundles. On thawing, the liquid in the connective tissue
easily runs out of the fish, and this results not only in desiccation and shrivelling,
but also in the loss of salts and nutritive substances.

STORAGE OF FROZEN FISH.-Loss of water by evaporation is one of the greatest
difficulties to be overcome; on the other hand, fish is less liable to the attacks of
micro-organisms than other kinds of food. Hence, a relatively high moisture
content of the storage chamber is indicated in the case of fish.

THAWING OF FROZEN FIsH.-Three methods are in use: (1) Thawing in
crushed ice; (2) thawing in water; and (3) thawing in warm air. Comparative
tests made by Plank and Ehrenbaum have indicated that the velocity of thawing
affects neither the taste nor the keeping properties of the fish. The actual thawing
method only influences the fish indirectly, in that in thawing in air less water is
taken up by a desiccated fish than in the case of thawing in water or in crushed ice.
These conclusions are in accordance with the general opinion of the industry in
this country.

PRESERVATION OF MEAT BY FREEZING.-All kinds of meat are frozen in air on
a commercial scale, but frozen beef is frequently inferior to the fresh material,
owing to the loss of meat juice which occurs on thawing. Hence, wherever possible,
beef is transported from abroad in the chilled condition. Since, however, beef can
rarely be kept in this state for longer than 3 or 4 weeks, the method of preserva
tion by chilling is inapplicable to the transport of meat from Australia and New
Zealand.

The freezing time depends on the dimensions of the body frozen, and on the
presence" of fat and, if present, on the thickness of the layer of fat. With a
temperature in the freezing chamber of _70 0 c., the average times required to
freeze pre-cooled sides of pork and quarters of beef, until the middle of the
thickest part reaches a temperature of - 5° C. are as follows :-Sides of pork,
'3 days; fore-quarters of beef, 5 days; hind-quarters of beef, 7 days.

Freezing in Salutian.-Experiments have indicated that it may be found
possible to prevent the" drip" from frozen beef by sufficiently rapid freezing.
With a fat layer 1 em. thick surrounding the hind quarter, the freezing time in
brine is less than half the freezing time in air at the same temperature.
. The reaction between the salt and the tissues, whereby the bright red colour

is changed to dull brown or reddish-brown, takes place only at the surface of the
meat, and d~ not extend into the interior more than 1 em. The change is due
to the conversion of the hcemoglobin of the blood into methcemoglobin. By
exposing the discoloured meat to moist air the original colour is restored, ap
parently by bacterial action, but the method cannot be used in practice.

The presence of 0·1 N alkalinity inhibits the development of the brown
discoloration on a small scale, and O.l.N ammonia is still more effective.
The method has failed, however, on a large scale.
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